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Gangster’s life was dangerous, no doubt about that; still, it was anything but boring. In this party, the 
guests are going to enjoy a gangster-themed program and entertainment.  

DetaileD Description:

InvItatIon A few weeks in advance all guests, i.e. members of a mafia family, receive a secret phone call from the 
boss of the family (the Company’s CEO); his voice is hoarse and his ways bossy. He invites everyone to a 
family meeting and stresses that the details will be sent via a secret email, which must be deleted straight 
after reading it. The email contains a password necessary for entering the place of the meeting and the 
dress code – clothes from the Prohibition Era, something similar to Al Capone’s style.   

WelcomInG of the 
Guests 

At the entrance to the venue gangsters (event assistants) with cigars in their mouths search everyone 
and ask for a password (“Belonging to a family is a key!.”) If the answer is correct, beautiful young 
ladies (event assistants) give the guest an envelope containing some local “money” that will prove 
useful later in the evening.   

A drug dealer is offering the guests his product (powdered sugar in tiny bags), and the waiters are 
serving some contraband alcohol. As for the music, it’s pieces/soundtracks from the well-known 
movies about gangsters and mafia. The guests are served Italian dishes.    

openInG of the event The lights get dimmer, the music gets louder and then on the screen above the stage everyone 
sees the legendary Al Capone (an actor is dubbing him). He says that he is ready to have some 
new members in his family but they must be courageous, inventive, reliable and, most importantly, 
understand the value of the family. First of all, they have to prove they’re good enough to be included. 
Then Al Capone adds that he has sent his agent to the meeting, and from that moment the Host of 
the Event takes over. He is dressed and made up to look like a gangster. The music is kind of dramatic 
and tense, there are sounds of gunshots in the distance (petards) and the stage fills with smoke (a 
smoke machine). Then cabaret dancers appear on the stage to dance the first dance of the evening.     

are you loyal enough? 
Al Capone’s agent (aka the Host of the Event) comes back with the boss of the family (aka the 
Company‘s CEO) who welcomes the guests. The agent then announces that Al Capone wants 
to find out how loyal some members of the family are; several employees who have had a very 
successful year and very good results in the company are taken away in handcuffs. While other 
guests are listening to a cabaret singer and watching cabaret dancers, a professional make-up 
artist is working with the ones who are ‘being interrogated’. Once she finishes, they are taken back. 
Other guests are in for surprise: their colleagues look beaten, with black eyes, bruises and cuts. But 
they haven’t given away any secrets! Al Capone is satisfied and the bruised heroes get presents. 
Now the gangster party really kicks off! 



 Gangster party entertainment 

casino: roulette, Dice roll, Black Jack, poker 
Any gangster enjoys a good game of roulette and poker! The guests can now use the money they 
received in the beginning of the evening: banknotes picturing the logo of the company and the 
portraits of the CEO and other managers. In a specially allocated spot in the venue gambling is in 
full swing, and the ones who lose are going to be very sorry… 

Bartenders’ show 
It’s Prohibition Era but the gangsters are not going to be bothered by that. The bartenders show 
their tricks: they juggle bottles, make a cocktail for 100 persons at the same time, etc.  

Guess the Melody 
DJ picks some Italian pieces (by Eros Ramazzotti, Giacomo Puccini, Luciano Pavarotti, Andrea 
Bocelli, etc.) for the guests to guess the composer/the title/the performer. The authors of correct 
guesses are given mini prizes right away. 

Whiskey Degustation 
Experts are happy to share their knowledge about the nuances of taste and smell of good whiskey as the 
guests savor different kinds of this drink. Later the guests are blindfolded and have to guess, which kinds 
of whiskey they are given to taste. The winner is awarded a prize – a bottle of good whiskey.   

a concert 
Sooner or later the gangsters are going to feel like dancing. It’s time for a concert where a well-
known band is going to sing whatever the gangsters want to hear: slow pieces, energetic pieces, 
etc. The gangsters ask their ladies for a dance. 

a police raid 
The gangsters are in for a big surprise – an unexpected police raid! At midnight, police officers 
(actors in police uniforms) all of a sudden invade the venue. They claim that the people gathered 
here are the members of the most influential mafia family, and not the employees of the company 
that is holding the party. The Host is trying to find a way out, and the police officers agree to ask 
the guests ten questions about the company. After receiving ten correct answers, they apologize 
and leave the venue. Phew, no skirmish today… 

Bartenders’ Fire show 
The atmosphere is getting hotter and hotter. The gangsters need something breathtaking to relieve 
the stress after the police raid, and the bartenders’ fire show is the answer. They juggle burning 
bottles, breathe fire and make burning cocktails for everyone to try. 

a Mean trick 
To much fanfare, a huge cake is brought in but one of the waiters trips and the cake falls to the 
ground. The dessert is ruined. The Host of the Event has a mean smile on his face; he explains 
that this has only been Al Capone’s mean trick and the real cake is brought in. It’s decorated with 
cake fountain sparklers and has the motto of the evening written on it – “Belonging to a family is 
a key!”. A huge bottle of champagne is popped to celebrate the success of the evening and the 
future successes to come. 

Afterwards, the guests go outside to enjoy a firework show.   

a Disco of Good old songs 
Finally, it’s time for a disco of the all-time greatest hits. 

   

  We wish you a stunning party!
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if you have any questions, email us at info@takeawayscripts.com. We’ll be more than glad to help you.
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